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Propellers For Light Aircraft By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618 Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN



AVIATION



or engines of 40 hp and up, propellers can be found F on the commercial market or surplus to suit the average amateur aircraft. In general it should not be too



difficult to obtain new or used propellers close enough to the optimum requirements to be satisfactory. Propellers for Volkswagen engines are manufactured in France by Merville. These propellers are adapted to the flight performance of the Jodel "Bebe", Druine "Turbulent" and other French light aircraft using either



the 1131 or 1192 cc VW engines. There are no propellers available for engines of lower power, or for the VW when used on aircraft whose performance differs from



Cross - section of blade



the small aircraft of the Jodel "Bebe" class. It is necessary to refer again to the work of M. Henry Mignet to see how the amateur can carve his own propeller. The accompanying illustration shows the different steps used in the fabrication of a propeller. The amateur cannot use laminated wood to make his propeller because it requires tooling he does not have. The propeller, therefore, should be carved out of a solid piece of the best walnut, beech, ash, oak or similar wood that can be found.



Steps in making a propeller



TRANS-OCEANIC TRADING COMPANY 711 UNITED FRUIT BUILDING NEW ORLEANS 12, LOUISIANA



The propeller is outlined on the



wood and cut to shape on a band saw. Several cross sections are then drawn on paper. Points A, B, C and D are marked on the propeller blank at each section and joined together by a curved line so that four triangular sections of wood can be removed. This is done by cutting with a saw, then using chisel and hammer. Templates are made of sheet aluminum to conform to the airfoil section of the blade (usually a Clark Y) at each section drawn. Shaping the airfoil is done by using a spoke shave, small plane, filing and sanding. Pitch templates are made to ensure that both blades have the same angles and static balance is then checked on a knife edge. The propeller is finally smooth sanded



TELEPHONE:



template



and varnished, and an aluminum guard is placed near



each tip to protect the leading edge. Mignet says that he can usually make a four-foot



propeller in one day's work. In general it is advisable to make several propellers each having a different pitch. After flight testing of the aircraft the propeller giving



the most satisfactory performance can then be sent to a manufacturer who will reproduce it using his better knowledge and tooling. 0 26



JA 5-4434



QUALITY: GL 1 (GERMANISCHER LLOYD)— no defects permitted CONSTRUCTION: 3-ply, 90° grain, waterproof synthetic resin glue — hot press. STOCK & PRICE LIST Thickness MM



Size CM



Inch



Inch



Available: 402



1



1/25"



Available: Available:



18 60



Available: Available:



Pitch



JA 2-4578



AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD - FINNISH BIRCH



127x127 127x117 127x110 122x110



-



50x50



Price FOB New Orleans Sq. ft. per per per Sheet 1000' Sheet



50x43.3 48x43.3



17.36 15.97 15.03 14.43



127x100 - 50x39.3



13.65



127x127 - 50x50



17.36



50x46



122x122 - 48x48



16



127x117 • 50x46



15.97



122x117 - 48x46



15.33



3.08 2.96 2.80 $225.00 $3.91 3.60 3.59 3.45



110x127 -43.3x50



15.03



3.38



127x110 - 50x43.3



15.03



3.38



12



Available: 544



1.5



1/16"



Available:



50



Available:



63



Available:



2



Available:



11



Available:



$205.00 $3.56 3.27



30



GRAIN: Direction of face groin to lost dimension PRICE EXTRAS: For quantities less than 5 sheets, add $2.00 per shipment for bundling. ON ORDERS OF 25 SHEETS OR MORE DEDUCT 5% QUANTITY DISCOUNT Prices are subject to change without notice and above items are offered subject to prior sale. SEPTEMBER 1959
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Landing Gears for Light Aircraft - Size 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Craft & Technique: Tubing Fabrication for Light Aircraft - Size 

MANY AIRCRAFT USE EITHER RIGID tubing or flexible hoses for their hydraulic or pneumatic brake, landing gear, and steer- ing systems. For low-pressure.










 








Construction Details of Light Aircraft Wings - Size 

Types shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are used for externally braced wings, either in mono- ... 1 Two-spar wing structure, internal wire bracing. Fig. ... Adjustment of the wire tension is made by ... a report by Bob Nolinske, entitled, "EAA MEMBERS.
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Light Aircraft Fuselages. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. (Reprinted in part from the magazine Canadian Aviation). The first part of this article dealt with the ...










 








Landing Gears for Light Aircraft 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Scimitar Propellers - Size 

propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for. BIOGRAPHY ABOUT ... The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by ... were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Jigs for Wooden Aircraft - Size 

Each joint can therefore be checked at once ... The fourth type of spar is the complex laminated cantilever ... a top and bottom laminated built-up cantilever boom,.










 








Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft - Size 

sive porting and turbo charging. Larger gaps at the plugs and worn ... A Capacitor. Discharge Ignition, or GDI, sends 400v to the coil for each spark. If the cor-.










 








Converting Auto Engines For Aircraft Use - Size 

drive is set at the same level as the Ly- ... the V-8 auto engine conversion should ..... The stock intake systems used on ..... principles and sound shop practices.










 








Cowling and Cooling of Light Aircraft Enginesâ€”Part Two - Size 

surfaces downstream of the exhaust nozzles. Since design data on ejector cooling systems is scarce and frequently conflicting, it seems to be advisable to.










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








Aircraft Building: Time for TIG - Size 

Building" in the April 2000 EAA. Sport Aviation for an ... Some smaller units work on 120 volts, hut most machines, like the ... There are a variety of TIG electrical power units, and homebuilders ... and their filler materials. When you're ready to 










 








Cowling and Cooling of Light Aircraft Engines - Size 

lems. This is because cooling takes engine power that is needed for performance. The designer wants the engine in his plane to cool, but because he wants all ...










 








Simplified Performance Calculations For Light Airplanes - Size 

and a pocket calculator with a square root function. There is an established relationship in the power required at L/Dmax and any other speed. This is shown.










 








Shafts In Light Aircraft 

power for what they wanted to do â€” fly with a man aboard their machine. While some early aircraft designers were able to use remote propellers with.










 








Scale Aircraft Factors - Size 

In effect, the dynamic model becomes a complex inlegral- ... As angular acceleration is radians |x>r second squared, or. 1/L, we have .... teresting sport safer.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

Griffin, GA. November 7-8...... Corona, CA .. (Aircraft Builders Conference). December 5-6 . . . . . Phoenix, AZ. Information on these workshops can be obtained by ...










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 

1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic). Mateo for an "Aeroplane of ..... Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the ...
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